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Personal scientific wanderings

Physics
Atom physics (PhD with Alain Aspect)

Atom-interferometric tests of the universality of free fall

Brain image analysis for cognition Inria: maths and computer science

Statistics, machine learning, image analysis
Neurology, cognitive neuroscience, psychology

Machine learning for health Soda Inria team

Health: a social science via behavior

From sciences with absolute quantities and measurements
to qualitative subject matters
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How do scientific theories emerge from data?

Can we have a statistical control on this process?

What role do models play?
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This talk: Scientific progress and statistical evidence

Dominant framework of statistical reasoning:
Formulating a probabilistic model from mechanical hypotheses
Integrating empirical evidence (data) by fitting this model
Reasoning from model parameters

Rigour breaks down with wrong modeling ingredients

Science needs more reasoning from model outputs
For statistics: robustness to mis-specification
Generalization grounds scientific theories

Black-box phenomenological data models are good for science
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1 Teachings from history of science

2 Statistics and scientific evidence

3 Benefits of reasoning on output rather than models
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1 Teachings from history of science

Current view of physics, maths, chemistry...
Building models from the right ingredients – “first principles”

The past
Refining relevant constructs from wrong models



The birth of mechanics

Early scientists (eg ancient Greece)
“natural motion of objects”, no notion of force, or acceleration.

Lacking key ingredients

Observation of planetary motion (eg Kepler)
Search for regularities in planets – “harmonies”
The period squared is proportional to the cube of the major diameter of the orbit

Phenomenological model1 crucial

Modern laws of dynamics (Newton)
Differential calculus⇒ laws with force and acceleration
Unite observations of celestial and earthly motions

Validity established by strong generalizability

1Phenomenological model = explaining data without mechanismsGaël Varoquaux 6
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Modern physics knows its laws?

Vulcan: false discovery of a planet (19th century)
Anomaly in Mercury’s orbit not explained by Newtonian physics
⇒ invent and “observe” an additional planet, Vulcan

Theory laden observations

Particle physics builds evidence with machine learning (today)
Fundamental laws of the universe = most precise theory ever
Particle detection by discriminating physics model

with non-parametric background
“Pure” models insufficient for “dirty” reality
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Neuroscience: brain signals would struggle to debunk false theories

The visual cortex
Successive experiments have revealed specialized regions

But evidence is tied to a theory decomposing mental processes
Experiments based on testing differences in brain responses to elementary stimuli

Ingredients now considered invalid would yield significant differences

“philoprogenitiveness”
“alimentiveness”
“mirthfulness”
...
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Neuroscience: AI models for a less reductionist decomposition

Computer vision as a model for human vision

Internal representations capture all aspects of natural stimuli

Mapping them to brain responses with high-dimensional predictors

Avoids choosing few ingredi-
ents/facets of a cognitive process
(excess reductionism)

[Varoquaux and Poldrack 2019]

Can generalize across experi-
mental paradigms

[Eickenberg... 2017]
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Phenomenological data fits have been crucial to science

Science uses false models as means for truer theory
[Wimsatt 2007]

The reductionist aesthetics of “pure” simple mathematical theories
is not adapted to the messy world beyond pure physics

Generalization or prediction failures make or break scientific theories
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2 Statistics and scientific evidence

Validity
Reasonning

= more than formal problems



Validity of scientific findings – much more than statistical validity

External validity [Cook and Campbell 1979]

External validity asserts that findings apply beyond the study
Generalizability

Constructs and their validity [Cronbach and Meehl 1955]

Construct = abstract ingredients such as “intelligence”
Construct validity: measures and manipulations

actually capture the theoretical construct

Implicit realistic stances in theories
Realism = objective and mind-independent unobservable entities

Is intelligence a valid construct? How about a center of gravity?

Places implicit preferences on models beyond empirical evidence
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Reasoning with statistical tools

Model reasoning [Cox 2006]

Carefully craft a probabilistic model of the data
Estimated model parameters are interpreted within its logic
“data descriptions that are potentially causal” [Cox 2001]

Warranted reasoning [Baiocchi and Rodu 2021]

Relies on warrants in the experiment (eg randomization)

Output reasoning [Breiman 2001, Baiocchi and Rodu 2021]

Relies on capacity to approximate relations
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3 Benefits of reasoning on output rather than
models

Science needs black-box output reasonning



For statistical validity

Even expert modeling choices explore meaningful variability
Model reasoning is conditional to the model
parameters have a meaning in a model

Imperfect science: 70 different teams of brain-imaging experts
qualitatively different neuroscience findings [Botvinik-Nezer... 2020]

Analytical variability breaks statistical control

Output reasoning: milder conditions for statistical control
Theoretical results in mispecified settings [Hsu... 2014]

Multi-colinearity no longer an issue
Higher-dimensional settings

⇒ Forces less reductionist choices
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For broader scientific validity of findings

The only strong evidence is strong generalization

Model reasoning favors internal validity
Model reasoning often need “pure” models with little generalization

Fields without a unifying quantitative theory
tackle empirical evidence with overly reductionist lenses

Machine learning/AI can model the full problem space
and give testable generalization

Understanding and reasoning without parametric models
Counterfactual reasoning, causal inference

with machine-learning models
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AI gives statistical methods for imperfect theories

Model reasoning has no guarantees for imperfect models

Output reasoning relaxes modeling constraints

Scientific roadblocks are on model ingredients, not functional forms

Proposal
Gauge models more on their predictions than their ingredients
Develop scientific methods around model predictions

counterfactual reasoning, model comparison, feature importances
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